THE ROPE-WALE
on the sort of costume that Kaye of Coggeshall would have been
likely to order from Frampton of Piccadilly ? Would it be a
tartan ? Surely anyone as haughty and imperious would not be
content with plain gentleman's suiting ? I was so absorbed that
I forgot to serve my guests with any lunch at all, and went on
piling up generous helpings of food on my own plate and was
half-way through it before I noticed . . . They had both decided
to say nothing, but wait for realization and embarrassment to break
upon me. Luckily at that precise moment when it did, the porter
of Albany diverted attention by the delivery of a flat moist parcel
containing four bronze kippers and a correct visiting-card: " With
Captain Adams' compliments". Since the war, presents have been
E
"ven and accepted in a spirit of both sense and sensibility. These
ppers, I knew, came from the West Coast of Scotland, Morag,
near my beloved Skye. Captain Adams of the Welsh Guards has
been for twelve years secretary of Albany, and except for a slight
unreason ages ago on the subject of second-floor dustbins, I need
not force invention for tributes to his kindness, his geniality, his
tact and keen knowledge of his job; and even that list leaves out
his music and his kippers, both indications of how he appreciates
the good things of life for the soul and for the body—(but I wish
he had seen reason over those dustbins!) He was being just a little
stern, now, over the cats in the Rope-Walk: "You must keep
your cats under control!" I have done my three-and-sixpenny best,
but cats are less controllable than even an April day in November.
Before we had finished our patchwork lunch, the post arrived
with a parcel from America and a picture-postcard from Robin
in North Africa; he had been wounded in the Battle of Knights-
bridge, on June ist, and was still convalescent but exuberant- The
card was designed in gaudiness and ostentation, lavish with a spray
of scarlet roses and "Happy Birthday to Gladys" in gold. My
birthday happens to be in June, not in November; I was born
under Gemini—"the lily-white boys clothed all in green-o" of
last war's marching-song; on the same date fifty years later,
France laid down arms; the saddest birthday. But Robin had
not been bothering about June or November; "Gladys" was
appropriate enough, and he had scribbled me a pretty little set of
congratulations in verse, Victorian style, among the improbable
roses and cheap tinsel. Robin is the only visitor who ever came to
see me, not in a car, not on foot, not on horseback, not in an
aeroplane, not on a bicycle, not, certainly, in a sedan-chair or a
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